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Chapter I

In measure theory, an essential concept is the extension of the notion of a

"measure" on one class of sets to a notion of measure on a larger class of sets. This

paper investigates such extensions when the "measure" takes values in a topo-

logical abelian group. We also investigate relationships between regularity and

countable additivity.

It is shown that under sufficiently strong regularity conditions, a modular func-

tion on a lattice determines a unique countably additive function on the semiring

generated by the lattice. Similar theorems are derived showing that finitely additive

functions which are sufficiently regular on a ring or semiring are also countably

additive. The final chapter investigates the extension of a Banach space valued,

modular function on a lattice to a countably additive function on the a-ring

generated by the lattice.

Chapter II

Let X be a set and 3t a semiring of subsets of X; let S be an abelian group. A

function fi : Jf -> 'S is additive provided that for each finite, pairwise disjoint

sequence {Atfl in $f whose union is in ^ m(Ui ^i) = 2i M-^í)- Von Neumann

[5, p. 94] showed that any additive function on a semiring has a unique additive

extension to the smallest ring 0t(2tF) containing df. If 'S is a topological abelian

group, we can define countable additivity of an additive function /x : 3tf ->■ IS by

requiring that {2ï M^f)}w = i converges to /¿(U" -¿t) whenever {At}^ is a pairwise

disjoint sequence of members of Mf whose union is a member of #P. Von Neumann

also showed that if the function im: ¿F -> 'S is countably additive, then the unique

additive extension to the ring 0t(2tf) is also countably additive. Thus it is of interest

to know conditions under which an additive function on a semiring to a topological

abelian group will be countably additive. One such condition ensuring countable

additivity is regularity.

By saying that ¡x : 3tif -> 'S is regular, we usually mean that each member of ^f

can be "approximated from below by compact sets" and "approximated from

above by open sets."
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Suppose X is a topological space and 3ft? is a semiring of subsets of X. In case /x

is a nonnegative, additive function on JF, we follow Von Neumann by defining

regularity as follows :

RVN : For each A in 3ft? and e > 0, there exist C compact, C/ open, A', A" e 3ft?

such that A'zCçAÇ UçA" and /x(^")-/x(^')<«•

Von Neumann showed that if a nonnegative, additive function on 3ft? satisfies

RVN, then the function is countably additive. When the function takes values in a

set with less structure than the nonnegative reals (e.g. the complex numbers, a

linear topological space, or a topological abelian group) then there are various

ways in which regularity can be defined. We seek one sufficiently strong to extend

finite additivity to countable additivity but sufficiently weak to be useful. We shall

also require that it reduce to RVN in the case in which the function takes only

nonnegative real values.

The topology for a topological abelian group @ is generated by a family

{|| • ||p : peP} of seminorms. For each/) in P and each subset B of X we define

(i) (Ms)p(5) = sup {||^)IIp : A e 9, A<=B],

(ii)(MD)p(5) = sup{||IM^)IU

(iii) Mp(*) = sup{ISMI/*(4)D,
where the supremum in (ii) and (iii) is taken over all finite, pairwise-disjoint

sequences in 3ft? whose union is a subset of B.

In the statement of RVN, we require that "p(A")—fi(A')<e". If fi is the unique

additive extension of ¡x to ¡%{3ft?), then this requirement is equivalent to "ß(A"\A')

< e"; and thus the requirement is that A"\A' be small in some sense. The preceding

observation motivates the following

Definition, ¡j. is ^„-regular on 3ft? provided that for each A in 3ft?, p e P and e > 0,

there exist C countably compact, U open, A', A" eJft? such that A' £ C^A £ V^A"

and (fj.R)p(A"\A') < e. Similar definitions are made for /xD-regularity and Ir-

regularity.

We note that if n takes only nonnegative real values, then \¡jl\(A"\A')=f¿D(A"\A')

=¡ír{A"\A')=¡x{A")—^{A') and each regularity becomes RVN.

Let # denote the collection of countably compact sets ; and 9~, the collection of

open sets.

Theorem 2.1. If ¡j. is finitely additive and ¡j.D-regular, then fi is countably

additive.

Proof. Let {Bn}x, be a pairwise-disjoint sequence of members of 3ft? such that

(J? Bn = BeJft?. Let £>0 and peP. Then IF, Ge3ft?, CeV, Ue$~ such that

F£CS5£[/ÇG and y„(G\F)<e. Similarly, for each n, !Fn,Gne3ft?, Cne^,

and £/„ e S~ such that Fn £ Cn £ Bn s Un £ Gn and (]xD)p{Gn\Fn) < e/2».
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(i) For each positive integer N, (lid)p[({J1 Gn)\F]<2e:

(U Gn)\F £ [(U Gn)\B] u [B\F]

= [(Û G»)\Ü Bn] u [B\F] £ [y (Gn\Bn)] u [B\F].

It is easily seen that (j¿D)p is monotone and subadditive on âi(Jf ), so

G*d),[(Ü Gn)\FJ  ^ 2&DUGn\Bn) + (pD)p(B\F) <2el2" + e < 2e.

(ii) \\fj.(B)—fx(F)\\v<E: Let £ be the unique finitely additive extension of ¡x,

defined on the smallest ring containing tf. Then

\\lx{B)-,,{F)\\p = \\ß{B\F)\\ Ú (fiH)P(B\F) - (M.0BVF) < e.

(iii) There is a positive integer M such that for any positive integer N^M, we

have MF)-2M*«)!p<3«: FsCsfieU" *»£Ur #» and c is countably
compact, so there is a positive integer M such that Fç Cs U" £/„£ IJf Gn. For

N^M we have

U/O-i^Äol â |a(Üä„)-a(Ü Gn)| +|a(Ü Gn)-ß(F)\\II i Up       1    V l        7        V !        'I     I    V »        7 Up

^ oa,[(y g»)\(u *»)]+oa>[(y <?„)vf]

< (md)pÍU (G„\Än)|+2e ^ 2^)p(Gn\5n) + 2£ < 3«.
L  1 J j

(iv) For the M derived in (iii), ||/*(^) —2i /*(A)l|p<4e whenever tf£ Ai;

I tf*) - 2 KBn)      ik   MB) - HÍF) || „ +1 n(F) - f /.(A) I    < e + 3e = 4e.
II l p II 1 Up

Thus £?/*(*.)-► M*)-    D

From the remark immediately preceding the theorem, we see that when n takes

only nonnegative real values, Von Neumann's result is obtained as a corollary. We

also have the following immediate corollaries

Corollary. If!M is a ring of sets and\x.\ ¡% -» 'S is finitely additive and ^-regular,

then fj, is countably additive.

Corollary. If 3^ is a semiring of sets and ¡i: 3f ->■ 'S is finitely additive and |/x|-

regular, then ¡jl is countably additive.

Dinculeanu and Kluvanek [2] have recently published the result contained in the

first corollary for the special case in which 'S is a locally convex linear topological

space.
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Since /^-regularity and finite additivity for a ring are sufficient to ensure count-

able additivity, it is of interest to ask whether /^-regularity for a semiring is suffi-

cient to produce countable additivity from finite additivity. This question can be

answered in the negative by the following

Example. Let 3ft° be the semiring of all real intervals of the form (a, b] where

aSb. Let

F(x) = x sin 77/x   if x t^ 0,

= 0 if jc = 0.

Then ¡i:3ft?^>-R by ¡i{a, b] = F(b)—F(a) is finitely additive. Moreover p is ir-

regular but not ^-regular. It can be shown by using the fact that fis not of bounded

variation on [— 1, 1] that /* is not countably additive. A subsequent paper will treat

the relations between regularity and functions of bounded variation.

We note that the results of this chapter can be divorced from a topological space

setting by hypothesizing the existence of two collections # and 9~ of subsets of X

such that members of # are countably compact with respect to coverings by

members of 2?~. Regularity is then phrased in terms of approximation from below

by members of # and from above by members of y.

Chapter III

Pettis [7, p. 187] has shown that any modular, abelian group valued function ¡i

on a lattice 3? of subsets of a set X determines a unique finitely additive function ß

on the semiring 3ft?{£?) generated by =Sf (and this, by Von Neumann's result, can be

uniquely extended to the ring generated by .S?). He also defined a type of regularity

for a nondecreasing modular function /¿ which ensures that the unique (non-

negative) additive function ß be countably additive. In the present chapter, we

extend this result to the case in which /a is topological abelian group valued.

We follow the pattern of Pettis' work and define, for *, "T e 2X,

<%\r={U\V: Ue<W, Ve-T},

<¥\\r={U\V: Ue<%, Ve-T and V^U),
<£{$£) = {A^X : A is countably compact with respect to covering by members

of*}.

To obtain a concept of approximation, we make the following

Definition. Let -S? be a lattice of subsets of a set X; 9, a topological abelian

group whose topology is determined by {\\-\\p : peP}; and let p-.g^'S be

modular. For B^X and p e P, we define (pL)p(B) = sup {|| 2Ï KA¡) - h-(Q) \\ p} where

the supremum is taken over all pairs of finite sequences {A^\, {Ct}" of members of 3

where Q^Ai (1 ¿i^n) and {/ij\Q" is pairwise disjoint and (J? (A^C^B.

We note that Q¿l)p(B) = (jíd)p(B) and in case ¡j. is nondecreasing real-valued,

(¡j.l)(A\C)=ij.(A)-ii.(C) for A and C&Se with C^A. We also define Se^l, -T)

(for *, fs 2X) to be those members A of Sf such that for each e > 0 and each p e P,

there exist Ä, A" in 3, U e <%, and V e r with A'Ç U^A^ V^A" and iy.L)P{A"\A')
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<e. Pettis made a similar definition for nondecreasing functions, requiring ¡x(A")

— fj.{A')<e. By the remark immediately preceding the definition, we see that the

present concept of Sfi^i, ~f) does extend his definition.

We have the following generalization of his result (for the original result, see

Corollary 3.1.1 below):

Theorem 3.1. Let 3? be a lattice of subsets of a set Xand ¡x be a function defined

on 3? with values in the topological abelian group 'S. Suppose that there exist col-

lections °U and y of subsets of X such that

(i) tf\lT£if(ir\\<*),

(ii) jf{se)çse{v, rr)\\2(p, -r).
If fx is modular, then the uniquely determined additive function ß : Jt(Sf) -»■ 'S is

countably additive (and hence can be uniquely extended to a countably additive

function on the ring 0t(Jt?{&)) generated by £P).

Proof. By the observation at the end of Chapter II, it is sufficient to find two

collections sé and J1 of subsets of X such that members of 38 are countably compact

with respect to coverings by members of sé and ß is regular with respect to ap-

proximation from within by members of â§ and from without by members of sé.

Let s/=%\y and aS=ir\\(í¿; then by condition (i), members of 3S are countably

compact with respect to coverings by members of sé. Let A e ¿f (Sf) e > 0, and p e P

({|l " Up '■ PeP} generates the topology of 'S); then there exist by (ii), Bx and B2 in

&Ç%, y) such that A = B^Bz and B2 £ Äj. Since B1 and B2 are members of Sf^W^,)

there exist B¡, B'[, B'2, B2 in Se, Uu U2 in *, and Vu V2 in "T with fi,'s [/,£#<

£ FfSfii" and (jxL)p(BÏ\Bl) < eß for i=\ and 2. Now if A = B'^\B"2 and A" = B¡\B'2,

C=UX\V2, T=V1\U2 then A', A" eJf(Sf), Ce^\r=sé, Ter\\%=âS and

A'ÇC^A^T^A" with

{ßD)P(A"\A') ú G*l),(WÍ) + <Ml)p(2M) <e. D

Corollary 3.1.1. The conclusion of the preceding theorem is true if (x is a non-

decreasing, real-valued modular function on ¿f and in the definition of £?(*%, f~), we

replace "QxL)p(A"\A') < •" by ix{A")-n{A')<e.

In a topological setting, we have the following :

Corollary 3.1.2. Let Sfbe a lattice of subsets of a topological space X and ¡x a

modular function on Sf with values in the topological abelian group S. Suppose that

for each A in Sf, each e>0, and each p e P, there exist A', A" in Sf such that A'^A

£(,4")lnt, A' is countably compact and (jxL)p(A"\A')<e. Then ^ determines a unique

countably additive function defined on the ring generated by Sf and with values in 'S.

Proof. Let ^ be the family of closed countably compact sets and V be the family

of open sets.    □

In the even more special case in which Sf is the lattice of closed compacta of a

topological space, we may let <%=Sf and "V be the collection of open sets and the
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conclusion of the theorem still holds. This generalizes a similar result of Kodaira [4]

concerning "contents" defined on the class of all compacta of a locally compact,

Hausdorff space.

Chapter IV

In the extension of a modular function on a lattice to a unique additive function

on a semiring or the extension of an additive function on a semiring to a unique

additive function on a ring, the construction of the extended function is purely

algebraic. However, in the problem of extending a countably additive function ¡x

on a ring 0t to a unique countably additive function ß on the a-ring 2(^), ß must be

constructed in terms of the topological as well as the algebraic structure of the

range.

Under the assumption of a rather weak form of bounded variation, Takahashi [8]

has been able to extend a topological abelian group valued countably additive

function on a ring f to a unique countably additive function on the smallest

S-ring containing St.

We shall restrict ourselves to the special case in which the range of ¡x is in a

Banach space E. If a countably additive extension ß on *L(ß) is possible, tt must be

bounded (a consequence of the Uniform Boundedness Principle) so we shall

assume that tt is bounded on 0t. Now if y e E*, then y o ¡x has a unique countably

additive scalar-valued extension tty on S(^). For each S in S(^), ß(S)(y) = ixy(S),

considered as a function in y, is a member of E**.

Thus ß: Yi{3$) -> E** and is weak* countably additive. If the range of tt were

actually in E, then ß would be countably additive. Kluvanek [3] has shown that the

range of ß is a subset of E if and only if the weak closure of the range of ¡x is weakly

sequentially compact. He also showed that the following two conditions are equiva-

lent for a countably additive function it on a ring 01 and either suffices to ensure that

the extension take values in E.

(i) for any nondecreasing sequence {A¡}™ in £%, {ix(A¡)}? converges in E.

(ii) for any disjoint sequence {/4t}f in ai, 2f t¿(A¡) converges in E.

Now (i) and (ii) are sufficient and (clearly) necessary for such an extension. We

can easily show that a countably additive function tt on a semiring 3ft? has a unique

countably additive extension ß : I>(3ft?) ->- E if and only if (ii) holds. However, the

relative weak sequential compactness is not sufficient nor is (i) sufficient even for

nonnegative valued countably additive functions : let 3ft° — {(«, n +1 ] : n is an integer}

and let tt(«, n +1] = 1 then /t is countably additive, real-valued, has its range com-

pact and satisfies (i) but does not have a real-valued extension to 2(.?f).

It seems likely that a modular function satisfying (i) on a lattice and having its

unique ring extension countably additive would also have a countably additive

extension to the cr-ring.

Were we able to obtain the sufficiency of (i) for a modular function on a lattice,

we could establish the following
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Conjecture. Let tt : JSf -> E be modular and have its unique ring extension

countably additive. If the range of tt is relatively weakly sequentially compact, then

there is a unique countably additive extension ß on S(if) with values in E.

Even though this conjecture can not be established at this date, some progress

toward a lattice to cr-ring extension can be made and we consider results in that

direction for the remainder of the present chapter.

The lattice to cr-ring extension problem may be broken into three main com-

ponents.

(i) For each y in E*, we must be able to extend y o tt to a unique scalar-valued,

countably additive function tty on S(jSf). This will require that tty be bounded for

each y in E* ; this is true if and only if the restriction of ti, to the ring 9t(f£) is

bounded. Now if ß is the unique (£-valued) additive extension of tt to 0t{f£), then

yo/t=H,,on ^(J?) so ß is weakly bounded and, hence, bounded; this is true if and

only if ttt is bounded (recall that itL(¿?) = sup {||2î mC¿i)—/*(£«) II : {A\C$[ is pair-

wise disjoint and for each /, A¡ and C¡ are members of 3, A^Q, and /4¡\C¡£.S}).

To ensure countable additivity of ¡xy we may need some type of weak (in an E*

sense) regularity.

(ii) Considering £ as a subset of E**, we must show that there is an extension

of it to a countably additive function ß on Z(j£?) but with values in E**. By (i), ¡xy

is a countably additive scalar-valued function on £(-£?) and for each S e S(^f),

ß(S)=nl.)(s) is a function on E*. The uniqueness of the scalar extension shows that

ß(S) is linear on E* and it is easily seen that ß(S) is continuous on E*. Thus, for

each S in £(-S?), ß(S) e E** and ß is easily seen to be weak* countably additive

in £**.

(iii) We must ensure that ß take values in E. One way of ensuring this is to require

that values of ß be approximated in the weak* topology in E** by values of tt

and require that the range of tt have its weak* closure in E** be weak* compact.

For the remainder of this chapter, we shall assume that E is a real Banach space

and that J£? is a lattice of subsets of a set X and <j> e S£. Let v. £? -> Rbe modular

with v(<t>) = 0. In the study of lattice functionals [6, p. 4.14] variations have been

defined which, in the case <f> e 3, reduce to the following. Let A £ X; then

M04) = sup(2 | K^-K^i-Ol),

v+(A) = sup || (max(0,K^)-K^-i)))},

v-(A) = supi- 2 (min (0,^0-^.-0))},

where in each case, the supremum is taken over all finite increasing sequences

{At}l of members of 3 such that \J\A^A.
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It can be shown (1) that |v|, v +, v are modular, monotone increasing, extended

real valued functions on Sf; (2) that |v| =v+ +v~ ; and (3) that if \v\ never takes on

the value "oo" then v(A) = v + (A)-v~(A) on Sf.

Pettis [7] has proved the following

Lemma. Let % be a 8-lattice of closed compacta in a topological space X and °U a

collection of open sets such that C€\^U^'€ and <WW£^<%. Let v. %-^ R be such that

(i) v is monotone increasing and modular,

(ii) if Cetf and e>0 then there exist C e<€, Ue<% such that CsC/ÇC and

v(C)-v(C)<e.

Then there is a unique, nonnegative, extended real-valued, countably additive v

on the a-ring S(i?) generated by c€, such that

0(S) = sup MC) :Cê^,CsS]   for Se 2(«f).

We note that 0 will be real-valued if and only if vL is bounded.

We now have the following extension of Pettis' result.

Theorem 4.1. Let % be a ^-lattice of closed compacta of X with <j>e^, and °il a

family of open sets with cê\fU'^.(ê and <Wtf€<^Ql. Let E be a real Banach space and

ix'.'ë -> E be such that

(i) ¡x is modular and fx(<f>) = 0,

(ii) ¡xL is bounded on 2X,

(iii) if Ceft, e>0, and yeE*, then there exist C e^ and Ue <?/ such that

\y ° /x|(C'\C) < e and Cç C/S C".

Then fx has a unique extension ß on S^) to E** with ß weak* countably additive.

Moreover the range of ß is in the weak* closure of the range of ¡x (considered as a

subset of E**).

Proof. Let yeE*; then y o ¡x is a real-valued, modular function on ^ and (y o ¡j,)L

= llvll 'Ml so by (ii), (y ° (x)l is bounded. Now \y ° [x\ ¿(y ° fx)L, so \y ° fx\ is bounded

and (y o f¿)+ and (y»n)" are nonnegative real-valued. It is easily seen from (iii)

that (yo(i)+ and (yo(i)" satisfy the hypothesis of the preceding lemma and the

existence of unique countably additive extensions ¡xf and ¡x~ on Sf^) is ensured.

Moreover, (ii) ensures that these extensions are real valued. Let ¡xY = ^y —fXy ,

then fxy is the unique countably additive extension of y ° /x to £(#) with real values.

Now ß(S)(y) = fxy(S), considered as a function in y, is in E** and so ß : £(#) -> E**

is an extension of ¡x and is countably additive in the weak* topology of E**.

Let yl5 y2, ■ ■ -,yn be arbitrary members of E*, S e £(#), and let e>0. For each

i (1 g/'^n), (y¡ o ¡x)+ and (y( ° fx)~ are monotone increasing modular functions on <€

and there exist C¡+, Cf ersuch that C¡+ SS, Q" çSwith (y, °/A)+(S)-(yi°f¿)+(Ci+)

<e/2 and (y, ° f0J(S)-(n o ,*)-(Cf )<e/2. Now if C= (Jï C? u (Jï Q~, then for

each i, ^(5)-(yioAt) + (C)<£/2 and ^(5)-(y, o M)-(C)<e/2. Thus |(/xy,)(S)

— (Vi °/*)(C)l <e ar>d so lA^XVi)-(yt°/!i)(C)|<e. Hence ß(S) is in the weak*

closure of the range of ¡x.    □
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Corollary 4.1.1. Let ^ be a 8-lattice of closed compacta of a topological space

X with <f> e <€ and let <% be a family of open sets such that (ë\%çcê and W^s®.

Let E be a real Banach space and ¡x : % -*■ E be such that

(i) tt is modular and li(<(>) = 0;

(ii) [xL is bounded on 2X ;

(iii) if CeW, £>0 and yeE*, then there exist C e%, Ue<% such that Cs

UsC and \y o tt|(C'\C)<e;

(iv) the range of tt is relatively weakly sequentially compact.

Then tt has a unique countably additive extension ß on ZÇ&) with values in E.

Proof. By Theorem 4.1, tt has a unique countably additive extension ß on E^)

and with values in £**. The Eberlein-Smulian Theorem states that if the weak

closure of a set in E is weakly sequentially compact in E, then it is weakly compact

in E. Thus if \xi$>) is the range of tt and tt(SC^)) is the range of ß, then by the con-

clusion of Theorem 4.1,

A(S(if)) s ¡¿err se. D

We note in the special case in which ^ is the â-lattice of all closed compacta, we

need only specify (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) to ensure an extension. Properties (i) and (ii)

are also necessary for such an extension. By a result of Bartle, Dunford, and

Schwartz, [1, p. 299] any countably additive function on a a-ring has its range

relatively weakly compact so (iv) is also necessary. We also note that if we require ß

to be "inner regular with respect to #" in a sufficiently strong sense (e.g. ttL

regularity) then (iii) is also necessary.
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